PARTY ON CRUISER WHICH WAS SUNK BY TORPEDO

Was Visiting Fleet North of Scotland and On Board Cruiser Hampshire Which Went Down With All On Board—Searching Parties Find Only Bodies of Drown—Report Says Kitchener Was On His Way to Russia—Sea was Very Rough When Tragedy Occurred

London, June 5—Lord Kitchener, admiral in chief, with his entire staff was lost when the cruiser Hampshire, on a visit to the north of Scotland, was blown up by a German submarine yesterday. The cruiser went down in the Dogger Bank, 100 miles north of Scotland, and the bodies of all the officers and men were swept away by the sea.

The German admiral, who was on his way to Russia, is said to have been on the cruiser. The bodies of all the officers and men were swept away by the sea. The bodies of all the officers and men were swept away by the sea.

London, June 5—The German admiral, who was on his way to Russia, is said to have been on the cruiser. The bodies of all the officers and men were swept away by the sea. The bodies of all the officers and men were swept away by the sea.

YUAN SHI KAI DEAD

PROBABLY VICTIM OF POISON SCHEME

End of Chinese President Who Tried to Overthrow Government

JAPS THINK HIS DEATH WILL CAUSE UPRISINGS

Several Japanese officials think the death of the Chinese President may cause a revolutionary movement in that country. The Chinese government was in control of the country and the bodies of all the officers and men were swept away by the sea.

The bodies of all the officers and men were swept away by the sea. The bodies of all the officers and men were swept away by the sea.

SAVING OUT THE PLANKS TO CONSTRUCT THE PLATFORM

The bodies of all the officers and men were swept away by the sea. The bodies of all the officers and men were swept away by the sea.

BULL MOOSE WILL NAME ROOSEVELT FRIDAY AT LATEST

Radical Progressives Agree On Program and Defy the Conservatives

G. O. P. CAN ACCEPT HIM OR HAVE 1912 AGAIN

Will Split Party if It "Comes to That," For It is "Roosevelt or Nothing"

By W. H. Smith

The bodies of all the officers and men were swept away by the sea. The bodies of all the officers and men were swept away by the sea.

SAY SIST SAVED GERMAN

Fleet From Destruction

By Ed. E. Venable
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